Spectrum at a fixed scattering geometry:
These are one-phonon processes.
This polarization selection rule can be utilized to identify phonon polarization.
 conservation of crystal momentum; ie, momentum transfer = phonon momentum + possible umklapp momentum
Umklapp occurs if neutron momentum transfer is outside the first zone.
Summary: second term in the expansion corresponds to one-phonon processes (absorption or emission). Energy and crystal momentum (with possible umklapp) are conserved
Example of phonon absorption:
Neutron scattering determination of phonon dispersion relations
Momentum transfer determined by the geometry and energy transfer. 
(Bose-Einstein distribution with zero chemical potential)
Consider one-phonon emission:
p is pre-determined. p' is selected by the analyzer and detector.
 and k (enegy transfer and momentum transfer) are then determined by energy and momentum conservation. However, these do not satisfy the phonon dispersion relation in genereal. So, an arbitrary choice of p and p' do not yield phonon scattering.
Using "constant Q scan" or "constant  scan" to look for phonon peaks.
Higher order scattering processes
The matrix elements are generally weaker.
Consider 2-phonon processes. p and p' are pre-determined as before. Energy & momentum conservation  4 equations. k 1 and k 2  6 unknowns.  solutions  smooth background. Likewise, 3-, 4-phonon processes etc. give rise to a smooth background.
However, there are special high-order events that add up coherently and must be considered separately.
All odd terms vanish. The second order terms:
All 2 nd -order terms vanish except those special ones corresponding to emission and absorption of the same phonon, leaving the system unchanged.
Likewise, all 4-phonon terms vanish except those corresponding to emission and absorption of the same phonon pairs, leaving the system unchanged. Etc.
Leading term  neutron diffraction by ideal crystal   
